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Peter Malinauskas, here we go again, with Nicola Spurrier and Adrian Esterman back on their soapboxes in the
media, spreading the fear about respiratory diseases we've always encountered in the past, see for example Covid
reinfections rates set to rise as subvariants spread and people head into the city for festivals, The Advertiser,
15 July 2022.
Perish the thought that people get on with their lives, it's beyond sinister that Nicola Spurrier and Adrian Esterman
pop up regularly to dictate to the people and seek to restrict them. Our free society is being stolen from us by such
fearmongers. If people want to wear masks they can choose to wear masks, wear a hazmat suit if they like! Why
continually press the entire community to be unnaturally masked?
Has Nicola Spurrier 'health officer' ever given a positive natural health message? For example, eat well, exercise, get
fresh air/vitamin D, work, enjoy family and social relationships.
No, I don't think she has...
It's just wear a mask, be afraid, have another jab, stay home - is she trying to destroy society? Goodness knows what
all these repeated defective jabs are doing - are they immunocompromising people and making them more
vulnerable? It's unprecedented for mass populations to be subjected to injections every few months, against a
disease it was known from the beginning wasn't a serious threat to most people. The most frightening situation is
children deliberately being given 'leaky vaccines', when their own natural immune response would protect them. It's
astonishing that doctors and others haven't called the alarm against pressing people not at serious risk of disease to
have the fast-tracked experimental jabs. We have no idea what lies ahead with this increasing vaccine load.
Nicola Spurrier is the very antithesis of a 'health officer", instead she's working to make the entire state anxious and
afraid. And I still haven't seen any convincing evidence to support wearing a mask, e.g. that "putting on a mask
reduces...risk dramatically", according to Acting Premier Susan Close. In fact, in my BMJ rapid response in March
2020, I questioned Is it ethical to impede access to natural immunity? The case of SARS-CoV2, as I shared with
you Peter Malinauskas in my email: Questioning the evidence base for draconian measures being imposed on
25.4 million Australians re COVID-19, 28 March 2020.
As for Adrian Esterman, some academic knocking about in the University of South Australia, he's forever demanding
that people be masked up - who is this person? Why is he constantly trying to interfere in the lives of 1.77 million
South Australians, and create a muzzled, cowed society? It's beyond sinister, including that he's also accommodated
by the media without question. Here he is again described as a 'health expert' on InDaily: 'Mixed messaging': Call
for law change to allow SA mask mandate, 15 July 2022.
It's time for an investigation into the motivation of these people, who are part of a wide network across health
departments, universities, institutes, doctors' organisations - it's a powerful clique forever trying to influence taxpayerfunded public health/vaccination policy, without accountability. The industry-funded Immunisation Coalition is a
particularly influential organisation, funded by Pfizer, moderna, Seqirus/CSL, GlaxoSmithKline, Sanofi, Biocelect, and
MSD (aka Merck), which is currently chaired by Adelaide GP Rod Pearce. Yes, it's way past time for the spotlight to
be shone on these people who are trying to control the lives of millions of Australians. If only we had an effective
'fourth estate'...but we don't, as the media is awash with conflicts of interest, including being paid taxpayers'
dollars to promote the jabs, which seems to be inhibiting their objective reporting on the Covid narrative.
It's also time to consider what is going on with this 'pandemic', is this the longest in history? It's been two and a half
years now... Although the WHO wants it to go on and on, e.g. - WHO warns Covid-19 pandemic 'nowhere near

over', Herald Sun 13 July 2022. Is this why the mask-up message is popping up simultaneously around Australia,
because the WHO wants to retain control? What happened in outbreaks in 1957/58, 1968, 1976, 2009? Was the
world locked down and masked and people jabbed over and over again? No...but this time there's been a
catastrophic industry-led response, which has intruded upon people with highly questionable medical interventions,
and caused untold social and economic damage.
Oh and 1918, that was a big one...wasn't it? I'm starting to wonder about that, particularly as Neil Ferguson et al used
it as the basis to build fear about Covid-19, in their notorious Imperial College Report 9, 16 March 2020. I
challenged Ferguson about this in my email to him dated 5 August 2021. Ferguson et al played up the fear to
support their recommendation for 'suppression' (aka lockdown/restrictions) of 'the virus', "until a vaccine becomes
available", yet just a few days later, on 19 March 2020, Public Health England declared "COVID-19 is no longer
considered to be a high consequence infectious disease (HCID) in the UK" and that mortality rates were 'low overall'.
Isn't that odd? Quite a contradiction... Why would Ferguson et al want to beat up the fear about Covid-19, and
recommend suppression of 'the virus'/society "until a vaccine becomes available"? Could it be that Ferguson was
keen to facilitate the way for vaccines, particularly as he was funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the
world's foremost promoter of vaccine productss, a conflict of interest that wasn't disclosed in Report 9?
As for deaths attributed to Covid-19, according to the WHO Dashboard today, 6.3 million deaths have been recorded
in the past two and a half years, this is in a global population of 7.9 billion, where around 60 million people are
expected to die in a year...because people die. So in two and a half years, 150 million people would have been
expected to die. Seen in this context 6.3 million deaths over two and a half years is not a big number, particularly
considering these are most likely to be elderly people aged around average life expectancy, with co-morbidities. But
curiously the media and others don't seem to be keen to provide context...it doesn't fit in with the propaganda.
To put it bluntly Peter Malinauskas, the WHO's 'COVID-19 Public Health Emergency of International Concern
(PHEIC)', may be more correctly described as a 'fake'...how ironic the acronym phonetically fits the bill! Try
it...PHEIC... The general public has been fed a tissue of fearmongering lies for the past two and a half years...wow...
It's so interesting to look back on all this now... Perhaps critical analysis of this global debacle will emerge in future?
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